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Frank Peretti kicked open the doors that all of us Christian novelists are passing through today. We

owe him a huge debt. Jerry B. Jenkins Author, the Left Behind Series It all begins in Baconâ€™s

Corner, a tiny farming community far from the interstate . . . An attempted murder, a case of

mistakenâ€”or is it covered up?â€”identity, and a ruthless lawsuit against a struggling Christian

school. Sally Beth Roe, a young loner, a burnout, a kind of â€œleftover hippie,â€• finds herself

caught in the middle of these bizarre events, fleeing for her life while trying to recall her dark past.

Across a vast panorama of heart-stopping action, Sally Roeâ€™s journey is a penetrating portrayal

of our times, a reflection of our wanderings, and a vivid reminder of the redemptive power of the

Cross. The intensity of this best-selling novel comes alive when read by author Frank Peretti. The

abridged audio recording on three CDs includes sound effects and music that bring to life all the

excitement and intrigue of Frank Perettiâ€™s beloved novel Piercing the Darkness.
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This sequel to Peretti's This Present Darkness is built upon fundamentalist Christian ideas. As it

tells the story of Sally Roe, who goes from spiritualism to conversion, it also traces a battle to save a

Christian school from demon-inspired litigation. The human activities are again overshadowed by

the battle between angels and demons, whom the author takes quite literally, giving them names,

personalities, and dialogue. They influence all human activities, just as human prayer helps angels

and hampers demons. Some readers may find this treatment religiously offensive or react

negatively to the book's depiction of liberals. But this is a good story, and it offers insight into the



kind of religion that sees demons behind every stump and angels in the hen house. Recommended

for public libraries.- C. Robert Nixon, M.L.S., Lafayette, Ind.Copyright 1989 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Always a pleasure and an eye opener when it read this book . Spiritual warfare is real and

continously going on amongst the living it's just that humanity tends to get too caught up in the

natural that they've become blind and carnal to the point of dying without ever having a phenomenal

insight into a experience that would forever alter their lives. Frank Pretty is a master story tell

weaving the natural and the spiritual together that will leave one breathless and wanting to know

more about the creator of the universe and his plans for one's life as well as the world.

One of the best books I have read on Spiritual Warfare! Even though it is fictional, Peretti opens our

eyes to the spiritual battle going on around us as Christians. The way he imagines the battle

unfolding is very Biblical and thus makes reading passages like Ephesians 6 come alive. Though

the book falls into the science fiction category I wouldn't say it is to strange or weird. I have read a

lot of other Christian fiction books that are farther out there than this one. I would recommend this to

every Christian! A Must Read

Well to begin with, I had bought the Piercing Darkness @ a used book store. After reading the first

couple of pages, I realized that this was a follow up to another novel. So I went on  to research the

author and discovered this first novel. I must say that I was totaly glued to it page after page. I am a

catholic but I think it realy does'nt matter what you're beliefs are. It will leave you in such awe

reading the way of life between good and evil. The battle descriptions as well as the physical

appearences of both good and evil are enough for you not to want to put the book down! A must

read! I also like the fact that there is no foul language. In fact, my 11 yr. old grandaughter will be

reading it. She has read Nightmare Academy by Frank Peretti and loved it, so she is looking forward

to reading this. He is one of the best Christian authors. So make sure you get both novels and start

reading! You won't be dissapointed! I'm already almost half way thru the second novel and it's just

as good as this one!

Frank Peretti is now my favorite author. Read This Present Darkness first time in 1991 when it was

given to me my an aunt. Ever since, I have read every book he's written since that time, (except the

children's books, although I do have 2 of them). I've read "This Present Darkness" 6 times over the



past 20 years. My aunt asked for her the book back, so I had to buy my own copy here at . I got the

1986 printing my aunt let me borrow! I have purchased Peretti's latest title "Illusion" on Kindle and

hardcover and currently reading it. This Present Darkness is about the spiritual warfare that is

raging in the spirit realm. The object of this warfare is control over a small town, whose inhabitants

are oblivious to what is happening around them and unaware that their prayers and spiritual belief is

what will determine the outcome. In their reality, they see the principles of Christianity as being old

school, with the pastor of a small church not being in touch with the changing times. The politicians

have an agenda to rid the church and the town of this kind of thinking and teaching. To the rescue,

comes the newspaper man, who has issues and doubts about his own spirituality and whether or

not God even exists for him. As far has he's concerned, he's chasing a story, not trying to be a part

of it. As he comes to terms with his spirituality, he becomes a threat to the demons in the spirit

realm that are at war with the angels of God. The demons don't play fair and they show that by

attacking the family of the newspaper man, and anyone that is a threat to them. Thank God for the

old spinster that is a strong prayer warrior for God. If the people of the town would just start praying

and strengthening themselves in the spirit, they subsequently will strengthen the angels in their

battle with the demons of Satan, and save the town before it's too late. The strongman is on the

way, and he has orders to take the town. Will he succeed at winning this small town for his master,

Satan? Will the newspaper man be able to get to the bottom of what's really going before it's too

late?

I think this is a "Must Read" for Christians who want a correct glimpse into the "Hidden World" of

Christian Warfare that is always hidden from view. I have been a minister of Inner Healing &

Deliverance for more than 40 years. This is the best book I have ever read that gives a true view of

what the enemy does behind the scenes! The Enemy of God will stop at nothing to lure you in. This

gives you a small glimpse how he operates. Make no mistake. It's real! Thank you, Frank Peretti for

this one and the others in this same theme.

I first read this book when it was published around 30 years ago, and it has haunted my mind ever

since. It is a christian book, dealing with spiritual conflicts/battles in a small college environment. It is

a book that will forever change your understanding of "spiritual", and will illuminate the risk our

children face in environments where The Lord is rejected. Satan fills that void. I ordered a new copy

for my wife to read, and for me to re-read. JCIL
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